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1Abstract. We present pulse phase-resolved X-ray spectra of
the high mass X-ray binary Vela X-1 using the Rossi X-ray
Timing Explorer. We observed Vela X-1 in 1998 and 2000 with
a total observation time of 90 ksec. We find an absorption
feature at 23.3+1.3−0.6 keV in the main pulse, that we interpret as
the fundamental cyclotron resonant scattering feature (CRSF).
The feature is deepest in the rise of the main pulse where it has
a width of 7.6+4.4−2.2 keV and an optical depth of 0.33+0.06−0.13. This
CRSF is also clearly detected in the secondary pulse, but it is
far less significant or undetected during the pulse minima. We
conclude that the well known CRSF at 50.9+0.6−0.7 keV, which is
clearly visible even in phase-averaged spectra, is the first har-
monic and not the fundamental. Thus we infer a magnetic field
strength of B = 2.6 1012 G.
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1. Introduction
Vela X-1 (4U 0900−40) is an eclipsing high mass X-ray binary
(HMXB) consisting of the B0.5Ib supergiant HD 77581 and a
neutron star with an orbital period of 8.964 days (?) at a dis-
tance of 2.0 kpc (?). The optical companion has a mass of
23 M and a radius of 30 R (?). Due to the small separa-
tion of the binary system (orbital radius: 1.7R), the 1.4 M
neutron star (?) is deeply embedded in the intense stellar wind
(?, 4 10−5 M yr−1;)]nagase86a of HD 77581.
The neutron star has a spin period of283 s (??). Both spin
period and period derivative have changed erratically since the
first measurement as is expected for a wind accreting system.
The last measurements with the Burst and Transient Source Ex-
periment1 (BATSE) resulted in a period of 283.5 s.
The X-ray luminosity of Vela X-1 is 4  1036 erg s−1,
which is a typical value for an X-ray binary. Several observa-
tions have shown that the source is extremely variable with flux
reductions to less than 10 % of its normal value (??). In these
instances it is not known whether a clump of material in the
wind blocks the line of sight or if the accretion itself is choked.
The phase averaged X-ray spectrum of Vela X-1 has been
modeled with a power law including an exponential cutoff
(??) or with the Negative Positive EXponential (?, NPEX-
model;)see also Eq. ?? below]mihara95a. The spectrum is fur-
ther modified by strongly varying absorption which depends on
the orbital phase of the neutron star (??), an iron fluorescence
line at 6.4 keV, and occasionally an iron edge at 7.27 keV (?).
A cyclotron resonant scattering feature (CRSF) at55 keV was
first reported from observations with HEXE (?). ?) and ?) re-
ported an absorption feature at 25 keV to 32 keV from Ginga
data. ?) using observations with the Rossi X-ray Timing Ex-
plorer (RXTE) and more detailed analysis of older HEXE and
Ginga data (??) supported the existence of both lines, while ?)
reported only one line at 55 keV based on BeppoSAX obser-
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vations. Later observations with RXTE also cast some doubt
on the existence of the 25 keV line (?).
CRSFs are due to resonant scattering of elec-
trons in Landau levels in the strong magnetic field
(B1012 G) of neutron stars (?, see)and references
therein]coburn01a,araya99a,meszaros85a. The energy of
the CRSF is given by
EC = 11.6 keV 11 + z 
B
1012 G (1)
EC is the centroid energy of the CRSF in keV, z is the gravi-
tational redshift, and B the magnetic field strength. Therefore,
knowing the correct fundamental energy of the CRSF is impor-
tant for inferring the correct magnetic field strength. This helps
in understanding the emission mechanisms of accretion pow-
ered X-ray pulsars and the effects of the magnetic field on the
X-ray production.
In this paper, Sect. 2 describes the instruments on RXTE,
the relevant calibration issues, the software used for the anal-
ysis, and the data. Sect. ?? gives an overview of the spec-
tral models used, introduces pulse phase resolved spectroscopy,
and discusses the evolution of the spectral parameters over the
pulse in 16 phase bins. Later we use fewer bins to increase the
significance and discuss the behavior of the 25 keV and 50 keV
CRSFs in different pulse phases. In Sect. ?? we discuss the ex-
istence of the 25 keV line and review our findings in the context
of the other cyclotron sources.
2. Data
2.1. Observations
We observed Vela X-1 with the RXTE in 1998 and again in
2000. The first observation in RXTE-AO3 was made 1998
January 21/22 (JD 2450835.32 – JD 2450836.05) resulting in
30 ksec on-source time. During this observation we encoun-
tered an extended low (see Fig. ??); therefore we only used data
taken after the extended low, starting about 8 hours after the be-
ginning of the observation at JD 2450835.64 (see Fig. ??). The
second observation was in RXTE-AO4 and took place 2000
